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A lthough the general validity of a strategy of ex-=port-oriented industrialization may well be questioned, most developing countries still hold to the view that this approach offers the best chances for a fundamental and lasting im~provement of their socio-economic situation. Their aspiration of integration with the world economy is applauded by the industrialized countries which owe their present economic and social prosperity undoubtedly in great measure to this concept. The developing countries are criticizing the industrialized states however for their reluctance to draw the required material , consequences from their verbal support and to open their markets to export goods from the developing countries. Their demands include:
In the context of the multilaterial trade negotiations (GATT) : At UNCTAD V the industrialised countries will again come up against demands of this kind which at a time of mounting protectionism have certainly not become any less topical but if anything more explosive. The current GATT negotiations have made little difference in this respect. During the Tokyo Round many of the developing countries' demands were either not discussed at all or left unresolved.
Being the most important trade partner of the developing countries 1, the European Community will be caught in the cross-fire of the critics in Manila. It will have to state its attitude to the demands, the more so as it has made especially wide use of protectionist practices in recent years. In this connection the Federal Republic of Germany finds itself on the horns of a dilemma. In the course of the Community's integration it has had to cede to the EC authorities a large part of its jurisdiction over the classic instruments of trade policy; to give an example, in regard to customs duties and tariff and trade agreements it cannot work for improved market access for developing countries otherwise than in consultation with its EC partners. Its basically liberal attitude encounters however opposition from other member countries which, with the structure of their own economies in mind, urge much more caution in the dosage of additional liberalization measures and call in more and more cases for recourse to further protective devices.
Faced with basic differences in the attitude to trade policy inside the EC the Federal Republic has to ask itself what scope is still left to it in negotiations and conferences like UNCTAD V for action that is independent from the policy of the Community and yet respects its principles when it wants to make own contributions to liberalization and to offer enhanced sales opportunities to developing countries in the German market. An initiative of this nature by the Federal Republic seems to make sense also because its image as a supporter of development policy has been tarnished by its rigid stance on the raw material issue at the last UNCTAD conference in Nairobi.
There are, basically, three approaches which need examining. First, those import impediments have to be identified which can still be cleared away under national jurisdiction (market-opening measureS). Secondly, instruments have to be considered which will have the effect of increasing the exports from developing countries and promoting sales in industrialized countries (exportand sales-promotion measures). Thirdly and finally, there are measures in the field of structural policy which require analysis.
Market-Opening Measures
In the present state of trade policy integration in the European Communities tariff legislation and tariff and trade agreemer~ts are not available as starting points for liberalization measures. Narrow limits are set also to national autonomy in regard to all instruments of trade policy insofar as they bear on agricultural products which fall under the EC's common agricultural policy (goods subject to market regulation)2. Some opportunities for national measures are left however in regard to protective devices and non-tariff bar- riers to trade as far as non-competing agricultural products and semi-finished and finished industrial goods are concerned.
The member countries of the Community are no longer free to take protective measures against third countries on their own but whether to yield to pressures from individual sectors or industries and to apply to the EC Commission for protectionist measures or keep the markets in question open to others is a matter for each member country. Its attitude will depend, on the one hand, upon its general readiness to advance the international integration of the national economies and, on the other, upon the circumstances in the concrete instance in which a distinction has to be made between a legitimate need for protection in the own economy (e.g. against dumping practices) and shifts in the competitive situation and the consequent structural effects.
In the sphere of non-tariff barriers to trade a number of interesting avenues for national liberalization measures show up at a first glance but they require a very careful demarcation of national and Community competences in the field of external economic relations and m,ore particularly in that of trade policy.
The non-tariff barriers to trade and their removal are altogether a highly complex legal matter which is moreover subject to continous change by the progressive activation of Community organs in this field. Hence it is intended to show here the general opportunities for national liberalization efforts rather than to present a full catalogue of concrete measures (cf. summary survey).
The EC treaty does not explicitly forbid the levying of charges similar to customs duties in trade with third countries 3 provided that they do not serve the aim or purpose of an import duty. Measures of this kind are however subject to the provisions of Art. 100 of the EEC Treaty on the harmonization of national laws. There is besides some -albeit rather limited -scope for national decisions on quantitative import restrictions. This is in the case of goods which have not been included as yet in the Community liberalization list. Furthermore, the individual member countries have retained certain rights to measures which have the same effect as a quantitative restriction provided that they bear on sales and not on imports. Finally, the Community has not yet extended its activities to the field of import subsidies; so this is an area in which the member countries can still take action. It has to be noted however that 
Export-and Sales-Promotion Measures
Aid by trade or, to be more precise, measures for the promotion of exports and sales offer further promising avenues for the opening of markets. By no means all the opportunities have as yet been exhausted in this area in which there is far less risk of a clash with Community law if there is any such risk at all. 
Structural Policy
Finally, there are opportunities for structural measures on the national level with the aim and effect of opening markets in the industrialized countries for products from developing countries, for the structural policy can. be used as a means for im,proving the international division of labour. They consist of a complex of measures directed at removing acute "impediments to division of labour" (e.g. import duties, NTBs') and a complex of measures which tend to improve the environment for adjustments in individual enterprises, industries and sectors of the economy. Among measures in the second complex which has many facets and poses great problems are [] Improved information about structural adjustments required now or in the future insofar as these are induced by external economic factors, [] Evolvement of a concept for the encouragement of structural adjustments by the state, [] Precautionary measures to cope with economic and social frictions and conflicts.
Overall Assessment
The examination of the areas in which the Federal Republic of Germany is left with scope for action in regard to trade liberalization and opening of markets has shown that the surrender of a very large part of the classic autonomy in the field of trade policy leaves it with few opportunities only in regard to barriers to trade. On the other hand, the prospects for aid by trade and in the field of structural policy are auspicious.
A removal of extant non-tariff barriers to trade is feasible and practicable although it would be wrong to expect too much. The repeal of certain taxes on consumption for instance would entail substantial revenue shortfalls. On the 1977 figures the Federal Republic would lose DM 100 m,n of tax revenue from sugar, DM 1,300 mn from coffee, DM 9,400 m,n from tobacco and DM 18,100 mn from mineral oils 6. Moreover, a tax relief-induced expansion of demand would be undesirable in some cases, for instance for reasons of health and energy policy (tobacco, mineral oils); in others (e. g. sugar) the demand is probably rather inelastic, so that abolition of the tax is unlikely to have a great material effect. Manipulation of consumer taxes has also the drawback that only a limited number of developing countries would derive benefits from any widening of the market.
As for the removal of other NTBs (national quotas, public contracts, subsidies, mandatory use Of domestic supplies), it is open to question whether the developing countries are interested in exporting the particular products or even capable of supplying them. Removal of the few existing German import quotas for such articles as porcellain insulators, household utensils and coal would hardly create suitable outlets. Moreover, some of the national quotas relate specifically to imports from Eastern bloc countries. Nor would a market be opened to developing countries if, for instance, the obligatory admixture of domestic grains were to be ended.
